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47th St. BID Executive Director Represents The Diamond & Fine Jewelry
Industries at A White House Conference on International Trade
greatly honored
“Iwas
to be chosen to be

the diamond and fine jewelries representative at a
White House Conference
on International Trade,”

Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney

said the 47th St. BID’s Executive Director Michael
Grumet. “There were
numerous other leading
nationally economically
significant industries represented at the conference
with individuals from
many of America’s leading
corporations attending.”
“At the event presentations were made by high
g ov e r n m e n t o f f i c i a l s
representing varying
federal governmental departments including: The
Continued on page 12

Fred Hochberg, President & CEO of the EX/IM Bank addressing the
White House Conference on International Trade.

New York City’s Economy Finished 2015 on a Strong Note
billion of venture capital
investment flowed into
the New York metro area
— nearly 40 percent more
than in 2014.
Despite this good news,
our analysis found that
between 2009 and 2015,
57 percent of all new jobs
created in New York City
were in low-wage industries – compared to just

NEW YORK CITY COMPTROLLER SCOTT M. STRINGER

R

ecently, my office
released a report on
New York City’s economy
during the fourth quarter
of 2015. Our report found
that our City has continued its slow but steady
recovery from the Great
Recession. The important
news, however, was found
in our analysis of the
growth in private sector
jobs and unemployment.
During the last three
months of 2015, unemployment declined in
every borough, and the

citywide unemployment
rate fell to 5.2 percent, the
lowest since second quarter of 2008. Last year also
marked the fifth straight
year in which 90,000
or more private-sector
jobs were created in our
City. By December 2015,
a record 4 million New
Yorkers were employed.
In other positive news,
New York City’s real estate market continued to
sizzle, with Manhattan’s
commercial property
vacancy rate falling to

Comptroller Scott M. Stringer

8.5 percent – the lowest
fourth quarter level since
2008. The City’s venture
capital sector is also
taking off. In 2015, $7.3

Continued on page 12
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Governor Cuomo has Proposed
to Raise NY’s Minimum Wage
to $15 an hour

G

overnor Andrew Cuomo has set a schedule for raising the minimum wage of all
New York State employees to $15 per hour. He has submitted legislation to the
state legislature seeking to do this state-wide for all New Yorkers.
Cuomo is asking the State Legislature this year to again increase the minimum wage for
all New Yorkers, which had just recently increased from $8.75 to $9 this past December
31. Raising the statewide minimum to $15 an hour for all employees in both the public
and private sectors would make New York’s minimum wage the highest in the country.
This legislation would affect the pay of approximately 2.3 million New Yorkers. Cuomo
described this proposal as his first signature proposal of his 2016 agenda.
“We’re going to go to the New York State Legislature and we’re going to win this battle
the old fashioned way. We’re going to knock on doors and make phone calls,” Cuomo
said. He warned lawmakers, “We’re going to make sure the voters in your district know
who voted for them and who voted against them.”
There has been significant resistance for raising the minimum wage from the Republican controlled New York State Senate which traditionally has fought increases in the
mandated minimum wage.
There are 14 states where the minimum wage is increasing in 2016.
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LAW OFFICES OF

LEONARD M. WEINER LLC
206 East 38th Street
New York, New York 10016
Telephone (212) 370-1660;
Fax (212) 370-1669
E-Mail: lenlaw@verizon.net

Do you manufacture jewelry for the trade?
Do you provide mountings to the trade?
Do you provide loose diamonds to the trade?
Do you provide loose precious stones to the trade?
I PROVIDE LEGAL COUNSEL
TO THE TRADE!
UCC’s
Corporate Formations
Patriot Act Compliance
Kimberly Compliance
Shareholder Agreements
Security Agreements
Guaranty Agreements
Partnership Agreements
General Legal Counsel
For a comprehensive understanding of the UCC, its impact on
the jewelry industry, and the truly unique services we provide,
visit us on the web at:

Ucc4jewelers.com
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Harvey Nagin – Nagin Jewelry
President
Steven Grauer – Gold Art 18 KT LLC
Chairman
Dennis Marlow – Solitaire Creations
Secretary
Robert Hadi – Premier Realty, Inc.
Treasurer
Richard Winick – Manny Winick & Son
Richard Friedman – I. Friedman & Sons
Ronnie VanderLinden – Diamex Inc.
Jeffrey Mordekai – Petra Jewelers

BOARD
OF
DIRECTORS

BOARD MEMBERS
S. David Belsky – S.D.Belsky Associates
Chair Audit Committee
Jay Holzer – Dyckmans
Chris Ipek – Altin Realty
Raizy Haas – Extell Development Corp.
Lucy Orozco – Valley National Bank
Matt Selig – Leo Ingwer
John Kocak – Unique Settings
Yale Zoland – Zoland’s
Danielle Azeroual – Premier Realty
Adnan Aydin - Futurama Jewelry Exchange
Jack Elo – The Elo Group
Moris Yero Shalmi – ABC
Alon Mor – Mor Diamonds
Jules Fleischer – Jewelry by Alexander
Sammy Abramov – AA Pearl
Michael Oistacher – Manhattan Gold & Silver
Isaac Chetrit – Yadidi Group
Sunny Yung – Central Management Corp.
Manny Grunberg – M. Grunberg Inc.
Memhet Gulay – City Property Development
Adam Abramson – Abramson Brothers
Sammy Kaufman - Sarine
Eyal Alon - Malca Amit
Eliot Kirschner - Eskay
Ilan Elishayev - SYU Properties, LLC
Bill de Blasio – Mayor
Scott Stringer – New York City Comptroller
Gale Brewer – Manhattan Borough President
Daniel Garodnick – Council Member
John Glaister – Resident
Reuven Kaufman – Diamond Dealers Club
Michael Toback - MJSA
STAFF
Michael Grumet – Executive Director
Natalia Cheviakova – Administrator Director

Certified
Protection

® Professional
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Search Engine
Optimization —
The Basics

I

f you are a small business owner and you have a
website, (and what small business owner today
does not have a website) Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a term you often hear. But what
exactly does the term mean and how can SEO help
your business?
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process
of maximizing the visibility of a webpage or website
by improving the unpaid “natural” results of search
engines queries. This is often referred to as organic,
natural or unpaid results. There is a definite correlation between the frequency of a site’s visitation and the
sites ranking – higher ranking equals more visitations
and hopefully for the merchant more sales. Search
Engine Optimization is the way of getting higher
rankings and more visitors. There are many different
types of searches, each of which can be optimized: local
search, merchant category search and image search
are just a few.
Internet marketing strategists understand how
search engines work; what individuals search for
including the actual search terms or keywords typed
into search engines; and which search engines are preferred by their targeted market. Optimizing a website
for SEO may include editing its content, HTML and
associated coding to both increase its relevance to
specific keywords and to delete barriers to the indexing activities of search engines. Promoting a site
by increasing the number of backlinks, or inbound
links, is another SEO tactic.
Surprisingly as of May 2015, mobile search (search
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by mobile devices – phones, tablets) has supplanted
desktop search. Google, arguably the industry leader, is developing and pushing mobile search as the
future in all of its products, and many marketers are
adjusting their message to fit this medium. In early
August of 2015 Google changed the way it displayed
local businesses in its results pages. It previously
displayed a seven pack of local listings, now it displays
only three. Google has also replaced businesses exact
street address with street names only; removed phone
numbers and Google+ links; and has added opening
and closing times.
This new policy has greatly increased the frequency
with which the three pack is displayed. This has increased the local websites’ visibility in search results.
The new local listings format shows the #1 rank position 93 percent of the time – which is a tremendous
increase from the old 7-pack’s 25 percent of the time.
To insure placement on the 3-pack it is important
that the Google My Business listing be complete and
accurate and contain the business name, address and
phone number. In addition to relevant data, Google
awards businesses with top positions by judging
that the business has numerous local links. This
can be accomplished over time by being involved in
community events and organizations and linking to
their websites. Also industry authority can be developed by establishing relationships with local media.
Updating information on your company’s website,
blogging and contributing to social media can also
influence rankings.

Learn Diamond Grading
from the Creators of the 4Cs.
Enroll in a GIA Diamond Grading Lab class.
•
•
•
•

Learn to grade diamonds consistently and accurately
Practice with real diamonds graded by GIA
Improve your skills in just 5 days
Located at International Gem Tower

Upcoming Classes in NYC
Jan 11-15
Feb 1-5
Feb 22-26
Mar 14-29 (Night)
Mar 21-25
Apr 9-May 7 (Sat)

Apr 18-22
May 9-13
May 16-20
Jun 6-10
Jun 27-Jul 1

Enroll online at GIA.edu
A branch of GIA’s
campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New
York State Education
Department.

New York Education
50 W 47th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T +1 800 366 8519 T +1 212 944 5900
F +1 212 719 9563
E nyadmissions@gia.edu
GIA.edu
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Gross MarginWhat It Means

U

nderstanding gross margin is essential to running a successful business.
Startups and new business owners often
overlook understanding gross margin. This
can have a direct impact on your ability
to effectively manage a growing business,
price your products, and most importantly,
make a profit.
GROSS MARGIN
The gross margin represents the percent
of total sales revenue that the company
retains after incurring the direct costs
associated with producing the goods and
services sold. The higher the percentage,
the more your business retains on each
dollar of sales to service its other costs
and obligations.
But gross margin is so much more than
that; it is a measure of your production
efficiencies and it determines your breakeven point. It is a key calculation as you
assess your startup business risk and
profitability.
THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWING
YOUR GROSS MARGIN
Understanding and monitoring gross
margins can also help business owners
avoid pricing problems, which may result
in losing money on sales, and ultimately
affect their ability to stay in business. If
you don’t know what your gross margin
is, then making sense of anomalies in
your income statements becomes tricky.
Many businesses that appear to be
thriving often fail because their prices are
too low or their costs are too high and
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goods sold (raw materials and labor).
Gross Margin (%) = (Revenue – Cost
of Goods Sold)/Revenue

they can’t make a profit. Establishing a
low price strategy is tempting, especially
when dealing with cutthroat competition
– however, it’s rarely sustainable and it can
be tough to increase prices later, even with
a loyal customer base. Using gross margin
calculations and other factors as you plan
your business can help you avoid pricing
mistakes before it’s too late.
Cost control is another area that can trip
up small business owners. It’s surprisingly
easy for staff to ignore cost control procedures, which can quickly erode your margins. For example, if higher cost materials
have made their way into your production
process (and this could be something as
simple as a chef using a higher quality food
product or making bigger sandwiches in
the kitchen than had been budgeted for)
– then you have a problem.
Knowing what your gross margin is on
every product throughout the life cycle of
your business and acting on any variations
you detect can help you identify these
problems before it’s too late.

• Calculating gross margin for a startup. If
you don’t have any income reports to
go by, calculating your potential gross
margins involves some research. Consider the following:
• What is the competition doing? If you can,
try to find out the gross margins of
your competitors or industry averages
to benchmark where yours should be.
Even if their financial data is not in
the public domain, their pricing and
your understanding of costs will give
you a rough estimate as to where your
margins should be.
• Assess your costs and explore ways you can
decrease these over time. This should give
you an early indication of the profitability of your business. Remember
that gross margins change over time
through reduced costs and increased
efficiencies.

HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR GROSS
MARGIN
Calculating gross margin is easy if you’ve
been in business long enough to get some
record keeping under your belt, but
for startups the process is a little more
complex.
• Calculating gross margin for an existing
business. Start by looking at historical
data over a business quarter or year
and identifying your company’s total
revenue for this period and the costs of

USING GROSS MARGIN TO
CALCULATE PRODUCT PRICING
While understanding gross margin can
help you avoid pricing and cost control
nightmares, should you be using it to calculate pricing? Many businesses go this route
because it clearly expresses how many of
your sales dollars are profit. However, many
other factors help determine your pricing
strategy, including potential market share,
distribution costs, seasonal considerations,
perceived value, and more.

AFFORDABLE PRICES
50 Established Jewelers demonstrate their creations at
FUTURAMA JEWELRY EXCHANGE
in the heart of New York’s famous Jewelry District
66 West 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
FINEST QUALITY GOLD, PLATINUM, SILVER & WATCHES
EXPERIENCE FUTURAMA’S UNFORGETTABLE DEALS
Window and Booth for Rent,
Prime Location
Ofﬁce Space Available
Contact Adnan Aydin Booth 3-4
212-944-1976
Email: aa62w47@aol.com
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Mexico

COUNTRY OVERVIEW
With a GDP per capita of $15,600 (2013 est.) and GDP(PPP) of
$1.845 trillion (2013 est.) Mexico’s population faces very unequal
wealth income distribution. However, Mexico is part of NAFTA
and has formally joined Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations,
making it a low barrier, geographically logical export market.

Sales of U.S. jewelry in Mexico appears to be on a steady decline
from the data. It is possible that this decline correlates with a decline in tourism to Mexico because of increased drug and cartel
related violence. Nonetheless, Mexico displays a growing demand
for lower cost jewelry.

2013 to 2014

(% Change in value of U.S. exports, HS Code 7113 articles of jewelry & parts, of precious metal or clad)
TOTAL

-16

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTHER PRECIOUS METALS*

-16

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER*

-54

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD WITH PRECIOUS METALS

189

0.082

Exchange Rate

0.081
0.080
0.079

MEXICAN PESO
/US DOLLAR

0.078
0.077
0.076
0.075

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

HISTORICAL EXCHANGE RATE OF MEXICAN PESO/U.S. DOLLAR
Value in thousands of US Dollars

Year

60,000,000

Rate

$57,554,976

2010 50,000,000
2011
2012

0.079178
$47,026,049

YTD EXPORT 0.080783
VALUE OF HS 7113

40,000,000

2013 30,000,000
2014
20,000,000

$36,903,882

YTD(MAR) 20120.076071

0.07841

YTD(MAR) 2013

0.076353

YTD(MAR) 2014

10,000,000

*HTS 711319 (Jewelry and parts thereof; of precious metal excluding silver) made up 93.02% of export value in YTD 2014.
HTS 711311(Jewelry
0 and parts thereof; of silver) made up 4.4% of export value in YTD 2014.
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0.082
0.081

Exchange Rate

Fine
Jewelry
0.080
Market

Mexico

0.079

MEXICAN PESO
/US DOLLAR

0.078
ANNUAL EXPORT
VALUE OF HS 7113

Item

2011

0.077

TOTAL

0.076

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL*
0.075

711311—JEWELRY AND
PARTS THEREOF;
OF 2012
SILVER*
2010
2011

2013

2014

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

2012

2013

198,305,901

226,248,525

189,884,858

180,892,877

208,157,314

175,692,369

15,166,931

15,674,983

7,198,925

2,246,093

2,416,228

6,993,564

Value in thousands of US Dollars

60,000,000
$57,554,976
50,000,000
$47,026,049

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF HS 7113

40,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2012

$36,903,882
30,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2013
YTD(MAR) 2014

20,000,000
10,000,000
0

YEAR TO DATE EXPORT VALUE OF HS 7113
Item

YTD [MAR] 2012 YTD [MAR] 2013 YTD [MAR] 2014

TOTAL

57,554,976

47,026,049

36,903,882

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL*

47,463,824

42,794,398

34,326,177

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER*

698,940

1,495,980

1,626,274

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

9,392,212

2,735,671

951,431

TRADE SHOWS IN MEXICO
Name

Date

Link

Description

Expo JOYA

April 5-7,
2016

http://expojoya.com.mx/

With more than 400 exhibiting companies, JOYA brings together the best of industry: gold and silver jewelry, supplies,
machinery and tools, watches, jewelry and accessories.

Espacio Sede
del Regalo

August 2326, 2016

http://www.espaciosalpro.com/

Office Space Gift is a show where manufacturers and
distributors of gift items show their latest developments
and create new business opportunities. Decorative objects,
clothing and fashion accessories, jewelry and costume
jewelry, leather goods and children’s items are some of the
proposals featured.

*HTS 711319 (Jewelry and parts thereof; of precious metal excluding silver) made up 92.53% of export value in 2013.
HTS 711311(Jewelry and parts thereof; of silver) made up 3.68% of export value in 2013.
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White House Conference on International Trade
Department of State, The Department of Commerce, The Department of Labor and, most significantly to our industries, one of the
participants was Fred Hochberg,
Chairman and President of the Export/Import Bank. The reason Mr.
Hochberg’s agency is so important
to the diamond and fine jewelry
industries is that the bank he heads
is the major capital provider for
export of US goods. The diamond
and fine jewelry industries have
been a experiencing a difficult time
raising capital. The Ex/Im Bank
as it is currently authorized by
Congress has a requirement that
goods it funds for export must have
50% or more material be of United
States origin. This requirement
precludes the Ex/Im Bank from
providing capital to our industries
because there is no commercial
production of diamonds in the

United States.
“I believe the diamond and jewelry exporters, most of which are
small businesses, should be eligible for Ex/Im Bank loans, and I will
be working with the Department of
Commerce, the Ex/Im Bank and
my colleagues in Congress to make
sure that the rules are amended
to permit them to apply. America
may not have diamonds as a natural resource, but we certainly
have world-class diamond-cutters
and jewelers whose beautiful and
unique creations deserve support.
The jewelry industry is one of
our most productive exporters
and there is no reason why they
should not have the ability to raise
capital through the Ex/Im Bank,”
said Congresswoman Carolyn
Maloney.
In the recent reauthorization
debates in Congress for the Ex/Im

New York City’s Economy Finished 2015 on a Strong Note
41 percent in the five years before
the Great Recession. And more than
40 percent of all private-sector jobs
generated since 2008 are in three
low-wage industries: retail, food
service, and home healthcare.
But the number of low-wage jobs
aren’t just growing – at the same
time real wages, which take inflation into account, for low-income
workers are decreasing. Our analysis found that from 2009 to 2014,
the average pay for high and medium-wage industries grew by 10.3
and 4.1 percent, respectively – but
the average wage for low-wage industries actually fell by 3.2 percent.
This data shows that too many New
Yorkers aren’t feeling the economic
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recovery where it matters: in their
wallets.
The bottom line is that our City’s
economy is strong – but factors that
are outside of our control, such as
wage stagnation to China’s messy
slowdown, are potential storm
clouds gathering on the horizon.
Our City must take these threats
seriously, and prepare for a future
with a less sunny economic outlook.
One way to do that is to be upfront
about how well the City can weather
a possible economic downturn. In
August 2015, my office developed
a new measure to quantify the
City’s fiscal cushion called PAAR.
Based on historical experience and
guidance from rating agencies, we

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Bank, Congresswoman Maloney
tried to offer an amendment that
would allow an exemption specifically for the diamond and jewelry
industries.
Since no amendments were allowed on the reauthorization bill,
Congresswoman Maloney and
the BID will work together to get
the diamond and fine jewelry an
exemption similar to the one that
the silk clothing industry has.
While no silk is produced here in
America, the manufacturers of silk
garments made in the USA can get
funding through the Ex/Im Bank
for exports because the clothing is
manufactured here. “We are trying
to get the same ‘scarcity exemption’
as the silk garment industry. It
would help our industries tremendously if we were able to access the
funding of the Ex/Im Bank,” said
Mr. Grumet.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

determined that the optimal range
for our budgetary cushion is 12 to 18
percent of adjusted expenditures.
At the start of Fiscal Year 2016,
however, our cushion was only at
10.6 percent – $1 billion below the
bottom of the optimal range, and
more than $6 billion from the top of
that range. In my budget testimony
this past February, I called on the
City to identify more agency savings and efficiencies, so that we can
build up our reserves and reduce the
likelihood of cutting City services
in the future.
The takeaway today is that to
ensure our continued economic
health, we must continue to repair
the roof when the sun is still shining.

ה”ב
Radio City Synagogue
Chabad of the diamond diStRiCt
times for Prayer and torah Study
(Monday-Thursday)
12:40p.m Mincha 1:00
followed by Daf Yomi Shiur

MODERN RETAIL SUITE ON
MEZZANINE LEVEL OVERLOOKING
THE EXCHANGE AND 47 ST.

1:45p.m. Mincha
followed by Chassidus and Musar
4:15/4:45p.m Mincha/Maariv
followed byTanya Shiur

30 W 47th Street, suite 305

GREAT EXPOSURE!!!

Every Wednesday at 2:00p.m
“Lunch and Learn” Shiur on the Parsha

PRIME LOCATION!!!
INCLUDES STORAGE ROOM!!!

For more info:
347-415-2271 or 612-968-1229
or email rabbi@chabad47.com
www.chabad47.com

24 HOUR ACCESS!!!

15 WEST 47TH STREET
PLEASE CALL ISAAC @ 917-687-0410

A DiviSion of ChAbAD LubAviTCh
of MiDTown MAnhATTAn

GIA

is offering more than 125 scholarships worldwide
for its Fall 2015 Gemology and Jewelry Manufacturing
Arts programs, courses and lab classes. This semi-annual
scholarship cycle, totaling approximately $588,000,
aligns with GIA’s goals of providing quality education
in gemology and jewelry to the trade and aspiring professionals. The Institute is accepting applications now
through April 30 on its website at http://www.gia.edu/
scholarships.

scholarships

Scholarships are available for distance education eLearning courses and for classes at the Institute’s campuses
in Bangkok, Carlsbad, Hong Kong, London, Mumbai,
New York and Taiwan; and at the GIA branch in Dubai.
Sponsored by private donors and the GIA endowment
fund, the scholarships supplement GIA’s wider scope
of offerings.
for more information, call (760) 603-4131
or email scholarship@gia.edu.

RoanokeTrade.com/ATA-Carnet
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RETIREMENT VEHICLE CONTRIBUTIONS

What Qualifies as Compensation?

S

ince people have many sources of income, what
source of income qualifies as compensation for
the ability to contribute to an individual retirement
account? Wages and self-employed income are the
two sources of income that always qualify for the
purposes of being able to be used to make a contribution to a retirement vehicle.Unemployment
compensation is taxable income, but the funds
derived through this source are not considered
compensation and cannot be used when making a
decision of contribution eligibility. Social Security
benefits even though they are earned and paid for
do not qualify as compensation for IRA contribution eligibility.

Alimony and maintenance payments granted
in a divorce proceeding are considered earned
income. As such, they can be used when totaling
compensation for contribution amounts when
contributing to an IRA.
A person who qualifies with income compensation for contributing to their IRA contributions
in the year that they turn 70 ½. This applies to
traditional IRA’s but not Roth IRAs. However,
Roth IRAs have their own particular limitations
mostly based on income limits. The limit for single
taxpayers is $129,000. For married couples the
income limit to be able to contribute to an IRA
is $191,000.

Is your insurance broker a “vendor” or a trusted advisor?
Call MJM Global and discover the difference.
We provide superior risk management to manufacturers,
diamond cutters, wholesalers, retailers, trade associations,
contractors and designers in the jewelry industry.
Our team of proven specialists will help you meet today’s
challenges and plan for a secure future.

Proudly representing:
• Jewelers Mutual • XL • Hanover • Berkley
• London and European Markets
• Chubb • Fireman’s Fund • Travelers
and others …

Paul Silverman
Renee Merhige
Jerry Roth
Adrienne Carreras
Matthew Pitnick
25 Rockwood Place, #210 • Englewood, NJ 07631 • 201-720-7700
12550 Biscayne Blvd., #306 • North Miami, FL 33181
www.mjmglobal.com
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Delivering Jewellery contacts, content and communities with the power to transform your business

Seventeen
top gems

BIJORHCA PARIS
France
www.bijorhca.com
Girls Jewellery Tokyo
Japan
www.girls-jewel.jp
International Jewellery & Watch Show
United Arab Emirates
www.jws.ae
International Jewellery Kobe
Japan
www.ijk-fair.jp
International Jewellery Tokyo
Japan
www.ijt.jp
International Jewellery Tokyo Autumn
Japan
www.ijt-aki.jp
International Jewellery London
UK
www.jewellerylondon.com
JCK Las Vegas
USA
www.jckonline.com/lasvegas
JCK Tucson
USA
www.jckonline.com/tucson
Jewelers International Showcase
USA
www.jisshow.com
JIS Exchange
USA
www.jisshow.com/Exchange
LUXURY
USA
www.jckonline.com/luxury
LUXURY Miami
USA
www.jckonline.com/luxurymiami
LUXURY Privé New York
USA
www.jckonline.com/luxuryprive

Reed’s global event network delivers over 500
events, across 43 industries in 43 countries.
Wherever in the world you want to do business,
our world class brands, local market presence
and professional industry partnerships will
deliver the sales, networking and educational
opportunities you need to compete and grow.

Swiss Watch
USA
www.jckonline.com/swisswatch
Tokyo Fashion Jewellery Expo [April]
Japan
www.ac-expo.jp/spring
Tokyo Fashion Jewellery Expo [November]
Japan
www.ac-expo.jp/autumn

For more information contact:
Colleen Carey P: 203 840-5441 E: ccarey@reedexpo.com

www.reedexpo.com/jewellery

Jewellery

